I. INTRODUCTION
All types of information received by sensory system are encoded by nerve cells into sequences of spikes before they are transmitted to the brain. The brain neurons use these resulting sequences as main instrument for intercells connection. The information is modulated into the series of the interspike intervals of the action potential train (ISIs).
Extracting dynamical characteristics from ISIs is an essential role to understand the mechanism of a neuron.
Very recently, diffusion entropy (DE) is designed to analyze time series [1] [2] [3] [4] . It can reveal the dynamical characteristics of a dynamical system from complex to equilibrium. DE is much more effective in detecting scaling invariance rather than variance-based methods. In this paper we try to analyze the response ISIs of a HodgkinHuxley (HH) [5] neuron to two types of spike-train inputs.
II. DE ANALYSIS [1-4]
Denoting the output ISIs as, { }
Connecting the starting and the end of this time series, we can obtain a set of delay register vectors as,
Considering each vector as a trajectory of a particle in duration of n time units, all the above vectors can be regarded as a diffusion process for a system with N particles. Accordingly, for each time denoted with n we can reckon the distribution of the displacements of all the particles as the state of the system at time n . Dividing the possible range of displacements into 0 M bins, DE approach defines diffusion entropy as, 
According to a tenet of the Science of Complexity [6, 7] , complexity is related to the concept of diffusion scaling.
Diffusion scaling can be defined by,
Assuming the probability distribution function (PDF) of a diffusion process fulfills this scaling property, it can be proved via some trivial computation that the diffusion entropy obeys a relation as follows,
Where A is a constant depending on the function form of PDF.
Hence, DE can give a reliable value of the scaling exponent δ rather than the second moment of the diffusion process, Because of the periodic condition the displacements at time n can be written as,
On the other hand, the displacements at time 
III. RESULTS
The response output of a HH neuron to time-independent ISIs is presented in Fig. (1a) . And the corresponding DE result for output ISIs is shown in Fig. (1b) . For this kind of stimuli, we are mainly interested in the conditions with larger values of i T , at which the output ISIs may be much more informative [8] . i T is assigned sec 30m in calculations.
The response output of a HH neuron to time-dependent ISIs modulated by sinusoidal signal is also calculated. In all the cases the DE of the diffusion process generated by the time series shows a damped oscillatory behavior with a partial regression to the initial condition. The minima of this regression process, represented in a linear-log plot, lie on a straight line, whose slope corresponds to an anomalous scaling. As suggested in Ref. [2] , the slope of the bottom line is the scaling index that would correspond to the neuron equilibrium. However, the neuron response lives in a condition, intermediate between the dynamic and thermodynamic state, as indicated by the fact the entropy maximum values undergo a slow process of regression, which is another inverse power law regression, to the condition of equilibrium indicated by the bottom line. This slow process of regression is interrupted by saturation phenomena at large time, probably caused the fact that the time series is finite. 
We can notice that the periodicity emerging from the use of the DE of the diffusion process is not trivially related to the periodicity of the stimulus. 
